Here at The Arundell we have many miles of remote and wild small stream trout fishing, we think these streams are something very special. Ask any one of The Arundell fishing guides where their favourite trout fishing is, and they’ll all have the same answer, “the upper reaches of our smaller rivers”. Our more intimate small stream fishing requires an advanced level of casting skill and river craft. In the clear, and in summer skinny water, the trout and grayling are very spooky. Your approach and set up is key to success, clumsy casting or careless wading will have fish scattering to find cover. Our two-day Small Stream Wild Trout Fishing Experience will teach you all the skills you’ll need for success on even the smallest of waters, in some of the most beautiful landscape Devon has to offer. You’ll be driven to and from the fishing in one of the hotel Landrovers, and a field lunch is included on both days. We only have a very limited number of days for this offer so make sure you book early.

Day-1 For the first few hours of the day we will look at casting techniques and tackle set up best suited to small streams. Later in the morning we will head to the river with a field lunch, we’ll concentrate on river craft first, leading on in the hope of finding rising fish to target and working out how to make the best drift through with the fly.

Day-2 Head straight out on to a new stream after collecting the field lunch from the deli, we’ll be fishing all day putting to test what we learnt yesterday. Throughout the day our guides will be offering golden nuggets of advice, from invertebrate and terrestrial insect identification and importantly what fly to use and when.

We have a fully stocked tackle shop on-site which also hires out waders and any tackle you might need.

Dates of the courses 18th/19th - 25th/26th April. 5th/6th - 26th/27th June.

Total cost of the package is £850.00 per person, with a min and max of 2. Includes bed and Breakfast and travel to and from the rivers.

We can collect from Okehampton and Exeter train stations along with Exeter or Newquay airports.